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NOMENCLATURE

91 = Dimensionless coordinate system

t = Thickness of plate

L = Characteristic length

X = Non-dimensional parameter, t/L

éi == covariant base vectors of the plate
Ea = Cgrgariant base vectors of the middle surface
gu, gw = Hetric tensors of the plate
sup, a = Metric tensors of the middle surface

gi= Determinant of the components gij

·r J = Contravariant stress tensor
Tr = Displacemsnt vector in middle surface

va = Components of displacement vector
n¤p= Stress resultent
qu

= Shearinpj force
map

= Stress couple

p = Surface load
pa

= Surface trection
s° ·'= Surface couple
t = Stress vector
ti = Stress vector for each coordinate surface
T13 = Covariant strain tensor
w = Deflection of middle surface in 93 direction
G = Displacement vector with respect to middle surface

wa = Components of Tr

vg == Po:Lsson's ratio .

p = One of L¤me°s constants
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GHAPTER I

l. Introduction

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a general

approach to the problem of variable thickness plates. The

notation and tensor approach of Green and Zerna (3#) is used.

In this way, the work is independent of the coordinate system

until we are ready to apply the theory.

Most of the work done in the field of variable thickness

pletes has been done in the last twenty—five years. Olsson

(see (1), (2), (ä)) did much to lay the foundation for an

approach to this problem. This approach ie now what is called

the classical one. The theory that was used for constant thick•

nass plates was extended to allow the flexural rigidity to vary

but not enough to invalidate the assumptions made for constant

thickness plates. Federhofer (see_(}), (6)) and Egger (see (5),

(6)) also used this approach and made additional progress.

Reiesner (see (7), (8), (15)) developed theory which

includes the effect of shear deformation and normal stress or

pressure. This theory was first applied only to constant thick•

ness plates but recently Essenburg and Naghdi (see (32)) have

extended it to varying thickness plates. Reissner's theory was

used in other fields also, such as Vibrations and elastic founda·

tions. It allows three boundary conditions to be satisfied on

each edge instead of two as in classical theory. Reissner (see

(7)) proves a theorem that if we minimize a certain integral,
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we can derive simultaneously by variational principles, the stress-

strain relations and the equations cf equilibrium.

Considerable work has been done by Conway (see (10), (ll),

(ao), (21), (24), (25), (28), (30)} but all er 11; nee been done

in the classical vein in the sense that Reissner's refined theory

is not used. Others having done work in the same direction are

Favre (see (13), (17)) and Contri (see (19), (2})).

Most of the work done in connection with variable thickness

plates has concerned deflections and stresses; however, some work

has been done in buckling by Chadaya (see (16)), Mansfield (see

(27)), and Klein (see (28)). Critical values are found by approxi-

mate methods or by ¢¤mP¤t@r•

The approach of Essenburg and Naghdi (see (32)), as mentioned

previously, seems to be a needed approach in that it compares the

effects of transverse shear deformation, normal stress, and varia-

tion in thickness, with the usual terms found in the classical

approach. It was found that the effects of these were small and

that for practical purposes, the so called classical approach

yielded very good results. Their technique consists of choosing

stress-displacement relations which satisfy the equations of

equilibrium and the boundary conditions and then using theue

relations in connection with Reisner's variational theorem in

order to ohtain suitable stress-strain relations.

In this dissertation, we shall show that we can start with the

general stress-strain relations of elastieity and then by use of

the strain-displacement relations, obtain the stress-displacement
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relations. We shall also derive the equations of equilibrium and

other relations between the stress resultants, stress couples, and

loads. This approach is almost the reverse of that of Essenburg

and Naghdi. We will obtain the terms of their stress-displacement

relations and in addition a term which involves the in·plane

forces thus enabling us to consider the buckling of a variable

thickness plate. Very little has been done in this field because

of its inherent difficulties. The tenaor approach to be used

helps to keep the problem general. Much of the work done to date

has been done by starting with a particular shaped plate and a

particular type of thickness variation, mostly linear.

2. Base Vectors and the Metric Tenaor

X34~
I

I
|_ 53
I4?

/
‘—

N
X,ß

Figure 1. Coordinate System for a Plate of Variable Thickness

Consider a plane surface M and let L F denote the position

vector of any point on M referred to some origin O. Then on M,

we have

F a F (xl, :2) , (1.2.1)
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where the bar over the letter denotes a vector. Ä} is a unit

normal vector on M and is not a function of the curvilinear

coordinates xl and xa. :5 = O is the equation of M.

We restrict :3 to lie in the interval (-·%té :3 i ät)

where t ¤ t(x1, :2} is the thickneee of the plate. Then

x3 e I ät defines two more surfaces which may be taken as two

boundaries of a plate S which includes the plane surface M as a

middle surface. Let C be the curve which is the intersection ef

the edge boundary N and the middle surface M. The equation of the

curve C is expreesible as a function of :1 and :2.

The position vector of any point in the plate may be defined

bv

2 L ; 4* :3

•Letus replace the curvilinear coordinates xi by non-

dimensional coordinates Qi, where

*1 *2 fg61 •·
E- . 92 = -1;- , 93 - t (1.2.5)

1 2

and L1 and L2 are choaen so that 61 and 92 have ranges of unit

length. Then @3 has the range (·ä 7i.éä ij ä).

Let us define a non-dimensional parameter

>„
-

c/L (1.2.4)

so that we can write

—

9

—

I I IR..§(6~l, ez, 63) ..1. r(1, ez) +16} nö (125)
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We have followed up to this point the approach to the study

of shells used in (3k). 7~ would be a constant for a plate of

constant thickness. In this study, let X he a function of 491

and 92 in order that we may study the case of a varying thick—

nass plate.

Consider now the base vector gd and E3 which are defined by

" ä a ' R 1.2.gd e UA an g} = .3
( 6)

where the oomma denotes partial ditferentiation. In all following

work, Latin indices are to range over 1, 2, and 3 and Greek

indices over only l and 2. Then we have

gd s

L(1.2.7}

E3 s LX;}

if we define ack as

_
—

·wemay now work out the components of the metric tensor by

using (l„2•7) and

fß
8;: " gr Es °
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We obtain

2gd} • L R 7.,d 63 (1.2.10)

s L2 X2

where adß z Äd . aß .

From (1.2.10) we can develop expressions for the contra-

variant components
gdß ,

g°(3, g77 and for g = lgijf . Forming

the determinant g, we have

2 2 2 2 2L (‘l1 * 7*,1 7*,1 63) L (al.2 * 7,1 7*,2 65) L 7< 7*,1 @5

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2
L L LÄ XJ 9} Ä Ä•2 5 X

(1.2.11)

Expanding the determinant, we find that due to eymmetry, many of

the terms vaniah and we get

g = A_2L6(alla22 — af;) (1.2.12)

and if we let
2a ¤ allazz - ala (1.2.1})

we have

g s ÄZLGI.

which ean be written in the form
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== 11} • (1.2.11+)Vi?

It we now use

.. ijgu = 2-- (1.2.15)
8

where Dij is the eofactor of gij in g, we get

11 1+ 2g g .·= L Ä A22

6 622
=

Lk 12 am (1.2.16)
Ö

E $12 =
_L

A2 ‘12

13 L#E E "
(^^,2 *21 93 11,1 *22 93)

Ä
(1.2.17)

2

$$3381+,-*(8 8 +Ä 8.
92+

} 8.
Q2-82

ll 22 12 Ä,2 ll 3 ,1 1,1 22 3 12

- 2 A A 6*) (1 2 18),1 ,2 *12 3

‘Fromthe relationship ad/6
a/ey

= 5: , we show that

au s a22/•

ala =
azl = •al2/a (1.2.19)

azz = all/a .

By using (1.2.19), we find that (1.2.16), (1.2.17) and

(1.2.18) can be written as
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aß
gd/8 = §····ä····· (1.2.20)

L

·<ß 6...X "
$°‘5

2 ——-¤'l——-——-——-—l2 (1.2.21)
ÄI.

3%1+·
.....„a„..;E.„.„„..2g : 2 Ö . (1.2.22)

At
L“

It will be convenient to work out here the value ofwfggg

evaluated when 6; = % and 63 = ·%. Since 555 ie an even function

in eg, we see that

1 aß
73 *5G3 P

and if we let

() = (1.2.2ü)

then we can write

@7 = E5
-

_}..,..7\/ (1.2.25)
Ö3 - ··>?

The triple scalar product Eß E3) may be evaluated by

(1.2.7) and we find that

\/'§7§ e 1 L5 (1.2.2.6)

where

T : ni 2 * • (1-•2•2 )_, lg-ij( an an Indßl 7
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3. Surface Tensors

The stress vector on gi e constant may be represented by

1; = g (1.3.1)i (gf? k

where ’Tik is the stress tensor. Then from (1.2.7) we have

6 +«rÜ>(>i]. (1.3.2)
vfjig •« 5 5

8

The force on an element in the surface 91 z constant ie tl del

and dsl =
X/ggll :192 de; . Then the force is d92 dc-);

=

T1 dez de} where

\/ ii
Ti 8•The

length of the oorresponding line element of the middle

surface M is

L\/azad e2¤L)a}ld 62 . (1.3.*+)

We can now get a physical stress resultant nl and a physical

stress couple L E1 measured per unit length in M by integrating

over 9} ,

36

; . -2---- 1 663 <1.a.s>
1 H l

L aa
·%

and
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1.6 e-}--- (a xmx a6} (1 6;1 L aall 3 1 3 ° *3*

·%

We may do the same for 92 = constant and then write

-
Rd

¤ == ··—··—··· (1.3.7)°‘
Vi?7

and

-
M=*

¤¤ =
—-————· (1.3.8)

°‘where
%

Nde 1/L
·1‘°<

a 6 3 (1.}.9)

-%

and

%
Mae A/L (E3 x fc,) 63 (163 . (1.3.10)

—%

If we put (1.3.2) into (1.3.3), we have

e iP ·^ °*‘ 1} ·*Ti LV? [1* ep + (1** Xu a3+ 1* A) aß] . (1.3.11)

Then putting (1.}.11) into (1.5.7) and (1.}.9) we get

%
x/.·‘* Eid . 1/1I

-%

(1.3.12)

Now if we use (1,2.11) and define
ddp , qd , and f°<by the

following expressions,
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16
aRdp

==
L3 fr /0

d 9 3 (l„3•l3)

-16

16q°‘
== K 1 L} 'YÜ dä; (1.3.16)

•%

V1
sfd = 1 M? ¢’° 6 dä} (l•)'>.l5)

wp 5
•%

then we can write (1.3.12) as

V
a“*

Ä°( =
ndf Ä/D + qd Ä; + fd Ä; • (1.3.16)

By using (1.}.8) and (1.3.10} in the same manner, we get

X 16

—%

(1.;.17)

if we let

16
am°"° = 1 11} w“’° 63:1 6} . (1.3.18)

-1é

The quantities defined by (1.3.15), (l•3.lÄ}, (1.3.15), and

(1.3.18) are surface tensors and are called stress resultants,

shearing forces, and stress couples•

We will need the components of Hol and L
€o‘

when they are

expressed in terms of unit base vectors. Now Ä} is already a
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unit vector parallel to the x3 axis but Äcp was defined as

Ä ¤ ? so that we can writed ,¤ .

_ al az _
nol s (q + f ) a (1.3.19)1/-;* ( VT (<>?) (o<) 5

ll 22

- :2 :1
L md = + (1.;.20)

where parentheses have been used around the subscripts to indicste

that the quantities involved are nottensors but are the physical

stress resultants, physical shearing forces, and physical stress

couples.

If we compare (1.;.19) wich (1.5.16) and (1.3.20) w1th

(1.3.17), we see that

old 1. .21/8 ( 5 )

m(ll) = L mllx/all/all
m(12) = -L mlz VZ?

(1.;.211}

21 . 22 ‘/""E
2 L E V; $ •LJ •

From (1.5.7) and (1.3.16) we can write

Not er Now Ä/0 + Qd Ä} + Fd Ä} (1•5•25)
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if we let

Nd'0
=VY ndp and qd and Fd

=
YÄ-fd

. (1.}.26)

From (1.5.17) and (1.5.8), we have

Md a \/55,, \/¤""" =v‘5m°"° (51 x 5p) (1.3.27)

and thus if we let

aM
’°

e V§m"°'° (1.3.28)

we have

"
df

° wr '° ·Md (1.;.29)

Ä. Loads

Gonsider an element of the niddle surface h of the plate

which is bounded by the curves 91 = constant, 92 = constant,

91 +
del e constant and 92 + déaa e constant. The area of middle

surface of the element of volume is L2 YEÜd.9l d 6 2.

ae replace the surface forces by a resultant force 5, measured

per unit area of the middle surface and a couple E about the

point (Ö1, 62) of M.

The boundary conditions on the faces of the plate require

that the forces per unit area acting on these faces should be

t —£] 6] 3 ] 3] - _„
65 2 Ä I

•whereE5 is as given by (1.5.2).
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We now replace the surface forces by a force

1,* 1, * 1, 6 V
2 1 1+ >px [11] -[ +++1,6] . 1..12 2-36

and a couple
36

1.;:11, (E 3:*636] (l.l+.2)I; 3 3 3 __„

where B and E are measured per unit area of the middle surface M.

From (1.4.1) and (1.3.2), we have

2 36 36 36 36
1·¥»=]··’*·11] {12*] *1

1(>1.,:·"°‘ @1] 1 M"] F1}
6

(1.*+.3)

L2 sp — 36 sz —
*]**35] ”V *31* 3,,+* 91] W" ]“1·

6
-36 -36 -36 -36

If we now use (1.2.25), we have

3 36 36 36

-36 -36 -36

~ (1.1+.1+3

If we now define
pck

and p and
sO(

as

11,3 ol 22
pd an-é)-·· [T}

j!
(1.6+.5)

-36

3623,1-36
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O1 2.1,3 3a
lé

"yé

then we may write (1.%.ä) as

-
.. Ä ,,

Lp==p°( ¤_„+(···—‘·“‘s°‘ +p a . (1.%+.8)
Ä 5

In terms of unit base vectors and physical components, we shall

write

V aw

Comparing (1.k•8) end (1.k•9), we see that

L ppn , .....$Sl ,,,,1 P + 7, ci 8* „ 1. pm . <1.L+.1o>
}"¢a °

Then from (l.Ä.2) and (1.3.2), we have

- Ä? L3 =p -
_
-Ls 'T Ö3 (aß X. af)

-%

which can be written by use of (l„%7) as

1. ä „ ¤°‘
(S3 x äd) e sd gd/0 E" . (1.*+.11)

In terms of unit base vectors and physical components, we

could write

-1 -2
· a a
S2so

that from (l.ü.ll) and (1.ü.l2), we conclude
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L su-) = sl \/ aazz =
slL

s(2)sIt

is convenient to introduce the following notation

Pd
=

pd yf;_
und P = (p + Ang

fl) Y1; (1.#.1ß)

and

Sd
==

ad Va (1.4.15)

so that

(1.4+.16)

5. Eguatiogs gg Eguilibrium.

If we neglect the body forces, we can write the equations

of equilibrium as

Tiqi
2We

can express these equations in terms of the stress resultants

and stress couples if we integrate with respect to :5 over the

thiekness of the plate. Ne have :3 :7xL 93 so that (1.5.1) becomes

16
3Ti•i A L d 6 = 0 . (1.5.2)

-%

Simplifying and integrating we get

ßé
3 36

1; d9 + E so (1.5.;)
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us1ng (1.5.9) ana the fact that
ßé

5 • L [Q3] (1.5.l+)
··7$

we have

Rdjd ‘*

OFrom(1.5.25) and (1.#.l#), we have (1.5.5) in the form

(1.5.6)

Simplifying and equating coefficients of Ei, we get

Ndß
+ {ß Elädp

+
P/3

e O (1,5,7)
act {0 ,4

and

Using (1.5.26) and (l.#.1#), we can write (1.5.8) as

aq°(L
+ f + ®p ·•· )„Jd® sd

= O (1.5.9)

and in the same manner, (1.5.7) becomes

al
H

"‘ g O•If

we take the vector product of :3 Ä} with both sides of
(1.5.1) end integrate with respect to :3, we get

t/2
° . 1. .11O ( 5 )

-t/2
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In terms of the variable 93, (1.5.11) becomes

)% 7%
• Ö ·· 3 ’° ‘

-3% -1%
(1.5.12)

Integrating the last term by parts, we have

3% 3% }é
- 3 ., 3 -

-3% -3%

(1.5.13)

From (1.3.10), we obtain

X 3% X %
- ..2.6 ·· 3 .. — 3

..z ..}Q

(l.5.1#)

Solving for the last iutegral, we have

% 1 %" v. 3 " _-J-_ "'(a3.aTd)d)9}d9 =L/)I··1d/d- ki
(a5X'P)@3d9,

-3% -3%

(1.5.15)

Since from (1.3.27), we have

Üd z V-; mdfa (:.3 X Ä/G) (1.3.27)

we can find Üdld to be

x x+

md/°Vä')LP(3d}(E} K Eß) . (1.5.16)
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From (1.3.11), we find that

E3xT°< = L\/?;T3/O(E3x£/„)

and thus by (1.3.18),

1% 1%
x 1,) 63 6 63 a L V”§’(ä3 x »q·5"

m-F. (1.5.1*7)

If we put (1.5.16) and (1.5.17) into (1.5.15), we have

lé Y'-— 3 La df · · a
·>‘f’/3

- ·a ÄmE
ap ß - -+ }~VK m X aß)

Äd df •• •

Ä
·ä— m (aß X aß) . (1.5.18)

We new have an expression for the first tern ef (1.5.15). If we

simplify the last two terms of (1.5.13), we get from (1.3.11)

and (1.3.lü)

% LV"-
· 3 6 - a - F

~%
(aß x T3) 6 6 a ;L (ag A af} q (1.5.19)

aaa rraa (1.5.11) aaa (1.ü.7)

xy
@1.1/- F

-
rT

2""""'°°"'§°

“ ‘
_

g
• •[63 (63 L 5)]

V X
(aß 6 af) a (1 5 20)

"A
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If we now pat (1.5.18), (1.5.19), ana (1.5.20) back anna (1.5.15),

we get

E
el/’ • • Q dp lg .. -

1
V; m äßß

„ ¢ Ä} C Q6- X aß) X aß)

1.V; — „ • p @1.VE - ~ P— ·——· X -——~—~ X .
Ä

(a5 ap) q +
A

(aj aß) s = O

Equating coefficients and simplifying, we get

X
-

.§‘m°‘/°
- q/° + a>a’°a 0 . (1.5.21)

From (1.5.15) ana (1.5.18), an 1a obvious that

Xf/O="'i2("' mdf (1.5.22)
X

so that (1.5.21) can be written as

mdfld
-

f/0

·
qp ·•· @5/08

O . (1.5.23)

Equntion (1.5.25) along with (1.5.9) and (1.5.10) give us

five equations of equilibrium in terms of the stress resultants,

stress couples and loads. Note that for a constant thickness

plate, we have
fp

= O and the equations are those given in {Bü) .

We note also that they differ from those obtained in (52) in

the terms involving
ff , since their equilibrium equation does

not contain ff at all.
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CHAPTER II

l• Stress-Strain Relation

It is ahown in Green and Zema (S4) that in general for a homogeneous

isotropic material, ve have

qltlk z kjlgir gke + gis gi! + Iljäqgik grs}71-a (2.Ll)

where p« and ay are elastic contants. The contravariant components ot

the metric tenaor are es given in (1•2•20), (1•2•2l), and (1.2.22).

Prem (2•1•1), we find that
Ezgdßgwßß yu/9

2<3 pp ap BB 851 dg 3P*“"{8 8 *8 8 *I'l‘ä'ai8 8 7:6,2 (2.1.2)

+ 2 { 2 F'} 25,,

2 Ypp

+ 22{ 5"*
5*/’

+
5*/’

5*** + Iä-gg 58* gw} 73/, (2.1.6)

3 2 3+42 5 .55 .,:,;,.55 . 5} 2,,,,

gs/é gap + aayigss 8,2,6}
xa/E

+
=2{2“’*

F' + F' F" + 1-%;;,F* .**5} V,/, (2.1.a)

gS3 + ESS 835 + éégäß SSS} YS?
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II we now let

Bdßpß
z gß + 1%%,

gdß QBF) (2.1.6)

Bd/83 ‘ /^ (2 Sd} Ef?}'*Ad

=;«(2 gd} g}3 + i·?_·g;,·
gd} $33) , (2..1..10)

c $55 $55 (2.1.11)

chan we can write

yß (2.1.12)

yß (2..1.1;)

(33 z BQPBZAF ·1· 2 AF )/Bf + G 735 • (2•l•1‘+)
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We may now use (2.1.lä) to eliminate
733

from (2.1.12)

and (2.1.1}) and we get

22 3 296,2; 2
A°‘““3 Ap

T ¤ (B - C
)7’w/, + (B .. C );/3/0

(2.1.15)

2< w/23 «=< P <»<$*3,,- <A"‘°°*’3
-

é-—§*-—-—->;«„f„ . <.1""’3 - ä-2E--*°=—> 75/O + §-··r33 .
· (2.1.16)

Expressions (2.1.5) through (2.1.11) may be found in terms

of the surface metric by using (1.2.20), (1.2.21), and (1.2.22).

We get

Bdßf°°=
ik

(2.1.17)

1 3

aß; 2:-« 11;}.., dp po21I 1 ILO16 . 6 2.1.19)F1 12 ‘ ‘ 2*2-21 12
Adß/O3

uljwß
(2 l EO)

aß 1 + 1 12 ,.,«» »/S ,2. j
A 8 [ 6+ZK12 (1-211 3 12

2 Fl (1- ) 52 °"’°
Ad (2.1.22)

11. (1-2>;>

where
g;} is as given in (1.2.22).
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We now have the coefficients of the strains in (2.1.15)

and (2.1.16) in terms of ÜÄ, the surface metric
a°Vg,

and 53.

If we could now find the strains es a function of S3 then we
would have the stresses as functions of 93.

2. St£ain•Disglaeeme¤t Relations

The eovariant strain tensor
'7ik

is expressed in terms

ofthedisplaeement vector V in (5ß) as the following

7ik = 26 (gi · V•k •· gk · Vi) . _ (2.2.1)

Let us now assume that the displaeement vector V is

represented approximately hy

vs].;-•·x3;sL(;+)_93;) (2.2.2)

where

v ¤ qu
Ä“'

+ w Ä} (2.2.3)

and

G „ wu
i°‘

. (2.2.*+)

Ö is the displaeement of the middle surface and A, qu, w, and wc,

are functions of Q1 and 62 only, i.e. they are independent of

93. We can write V as

engl ••

V • L [ (vu + A 93 wu) a + w aß . (2.2.5)
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Using (1.2.7) and (2.2.5), we may now express the strains in

terms of displacements. From (2.2.5), we obtein

V "ß '/8 "'S
wk vpa’d+vß)d a +X63wßa’d

(2.2.6)
+ vc a'6+ 9 w E/5+vc a16 ad 3

Since aß =• {/8 , we have
;¤( sz [J

~ß -6 ,6 -Pa a

so that we can write (2.2.6) as

YIOLIor

lp 7a + wm, aj] . (2.2.7)

From (2.2.1), we have

3 ·
‘v

•
'V • ""

Now

'V’5=L[>.w°,ä°[+ (vo, +Xa3wo,) Ä:‘3]==LRw„,a°( . (2.2.9)

Then

2 ’ 6 " . ··ß] 2 " ."(lwfga) aj R3
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L2

(W,. +W, d)
·

(2.2.10)

From (2.2.1),

Lß ’ (Q (gd ° V_/6 + Ef, ' VM) • (2.2.11)

From (1.2.7) and (2.2.7),

-
2L

+A GE GW
)ä’°+w

Ä
ß jp;} fd ;r*¤< ,,.;)° ..,.5 ·

Simplifying, va get

L2Lat

than

L2
Lp z (2.2.13)
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It may be observed here that if Ya} is found by using (2.2.1),

(2.2.2), (2.2.3) and (2.2.9), then 73} = 0. However, we shall not

use this result since it is based on an approximation. We have

seen that we could eliminate 23} between (2.1.12), (2.1.13), and

(2.1.19) and thus avoid the issue of using an approximation.

3. Stress—Disg1acement Relations

When we solved for
733

in (2.1.19) and substituted in (2.1.12),

we obtained

7l s (B • + (B · 2 —·E~··—)Y3P + ·E··7” .

(zlßbl)
»

·

•We

¤¤« use (2.1.17), (2.1.18), (2.1.19), (2.1.22), and (2.1.1*)

and letting
‘

X 2 M

l.

d'6».>

xy . um um u (2.;.3)

so that

3 1 +·y 62
g} s ··--5;-1 (2.3.9)

A L

we can begin to express‘T”ßas a function of 93 and displacements.

If we neglect terms involving 9; and higher powers of 93,

we find that
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2B ·*-‘*'g**"=B ——;;——j K 6 (2.3.5)

Lwhere
OBdßfw

= 5;} (adwap/O (2.3.6)

and

(2,},7)

We also get

(2.}.8)

and

B“B}
(1-2g) Jdß AF 2 2 „ »~

w• ¤¤« ¤¤¤¤z1z¤¢• (2.3.5), (2.3.8), (2.}.9), (2.2.10)

and (2.2.13) into (2.3.1) ana get
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/Tdp
·
Ei2

L (1-:1) 3 7° ’° 3 '°

*^ ßß
"f’

L2
g a. + 8. 8 Ö}

2
(2.3.10)

’ äiälä **373 J3/6 ‘"»¤
*"·«¤* 6;

(1-2*;)
638

Ä
62 2 2 33+[ l_7/ + 1_;7(1Let

us assume that we can write

-,-33 „ A
-

B 63 + c 6; + 1: 6; (2.5.11:

and placing this in (2.}.10) and neglecting terms involving power;

of 63 higher than the third, we can rewrite (2.3.10) as

eß Qi Ä/¤,«·¤ Ag; xa ¤"’*“
FV 82 B -0* 1-77

Z ' L 1 6 2 ß
+[ ät" Bdßf H/ßw

·•(2.3.12)ÄB1-
1- 1-37 37 *7

2 2
+WL’ "° L (1-:;)

’” 3
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Then we can write

62 +
Ddß 6} „ (2.}.13)

5 3 5

If we now use the definition of
n°/’g

from (1.3.15), we get

-<ß 2 dß
¤ F C
-- = A + -— (2.}.1*+)

and from (1,3.18), we get

(2.3.15}

Then we can write
^1’°"6

an

dß 11**/’ l2m°(’6 1:*9 2
;¤°”’a

20’T e ALB + 121} 63 · 12 20 (63- 36;) , (2.}.16)

where

Gdß 1: coefficient of Qi in (2.}.12)

am (2.3.17)

11*6 „ eaersicuuc or 6; in (2.;.12) .

Then we have

2,6 2
•

2 df ··'ßg___ _ }_„_ A;/w A 31 A a _q___

AL} 2 B 12 (2.3.18)

und
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elß 2
'

2
°‘/S

gg

2 3 2 Pw 1·· 7} 20
AL

(2.3.19)
‘^)‘)¢b am ßß df 56)

-
—;ä—··· (1 a +a a )(·nP+w)/,) .

Simplifying (2.3.18) and (2.3.19), we get

dß „ dß M 2
¤“’§

P A3p€'L3¤"‘*’ 11.?'*c""6
Z1 }·—RLIv I +v I

+—%:_—;I-v Ip] + l_77 + 12 (2.3.20)

and

m :12 w 101 F, l_77 Pw+

Ä 3 aß Äjk];. a §__ D K L #,8 2 2 _
+ l_77 (12 J BRL (1 27) (2.3.21)

-17BLZadßyxLet

us now obtain an expression fer
fra} in terms of disp1ace·

mente just as we have done for
"f°L/{ üsing (2.1.13) and (2.1.1Ä),

we can write"f°<} as

P‘ ¤—·/*3 OP P
P‘

P‘3 P"^*/*3 , 2.};.....
AP‘/’3

„. @.,6..4.. é. 53 2rf : (A C )}’2J/2
·•·(

C
)}’3/O

+ C
Pf . (2.3. 2)

We HOW ¤1¤p11ry this by using (2.1.20), (2.1.19), (2.1.21), (2.1.22),

ana (2.1.11).

Assuming again that we can nsglect terms involving powers of

93 higher than the third, we get
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”“ “·/*3 1 A. 6

A1. 3

M Ä 2
(2.5.23)

#/5 ‘°/° dß 5+ ——-E (2 J 6 1 > 6
M. 3

df} 2 AdA’o= 2/^ °’F
2 gf 2A ·-—-——c J 63 + X2 (1+\]/63) (2.3.2}+)

effg)-
= - 1 1,,,

adß
6} . (2.5.25)

If we now substitute (2.5.2}), (2.5.28), (2.}.25), (2.2.10),

(2.2.1;), aua (2.}.11) into (2.3.22), we get

dj P~
adfo

I·^ )~,t4 a ,8 pol aß
rr =·········—*'(w+w)-[ (v}+v/)·-)7LaA]6ÄL2 P #P XL2 /,6 }

F *95 1a Q
}‘

//5 °"" FP
°‘F

ßL2 a +a a (2.}.26)

**.....¤”‘”°“// 1 5/5 65
L2 J (w,,+w/,„) + XL2 (w,„+wjP) ?\ öga B] 3

We can now write (2.3.26) aa

/y-dä z
Ad

+
Bd

93 +
Cd

6; (2.}.27)

where this
Ad

is not the same as defined by (2.1.10). -

Let us now place (2.5.27) in (2.3.26) and multiply both sides

of (2.3.26) by 1 -
/+8; and integrate from 93 =

·—}é to 93 z + }é.

we find that
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ol ol
(2.5.28)

21 L 21 L

«.~< 6 ,,,
C s -—-— ( — q + rm

s°‘)
(2.3.29)

fx.}

and alsc that

2 ,5* . 2i' , $:.1ff.311.2

I
30A L

(2.5.50)7wJ"‘F
«ßB—

30 1,2('F"BF) Ääß a

@5
, (V [ ,,V ) )

_ .Ü.-Ö:£(a°‘“aFF+a“f8F“)H“ _

50 L2 “F F “
6011.2 F

Using (2.2.12), (2.3.20), (2.3.21), we can write (2.3.30) as

df1, g°‘ _ 2
157\ L3 51L 30 1 1.

dr 1 ·*F
50 L

- .%“» (P2........‘+=¤°‘F - ..:z......Z¤..*+>¤“F«‘°
..6011.2121. l' V l"7

elF ‘” 2
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After we have determiued A and B, we shall return to (2.3.31)

and simplify it considerably• It will yield a relationship between

YP and wjp which will be necessary in simplifying some of the

equations which we already have•

Let us now findffdß from
·Td’d

by using the equations of

equilibrium on stresses,

daf dä O (2 2)[T
F6 '* 'T ·3 * • •5•3

From (2.3.15) and (2.3.16), if ’TdFds assumed linear in G3, we

have
aß aß (2.;.35)

AI, A L

so that ·

1 apl aß aßt NA aß
= ····•·•*

•• 12 6
•• 2l+ """""'

•’T
ß XBL}

>„n
/8

'Afßn + Em ß km @3

We have already shown that

vd} e Ad + Bdéö +
c"‘ ag

sotmt

cl} Bd ca{TJ
·5

8 Ö •

From (1.5.23), we have also

aß d a O4
m [ß s + f + q • <® s •

By equating coefficiente, we have
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aß aßB°‘R
L

¢( ol
•7g

L

From the definition of
qd

(1.}.1.1+), we have

$4: $2q°“ ¤ 221.3/ 7°'3 ae} ¤ 221,7 (Ad + B°‘ 63 + c°” ag) ag;
—)£> -·$4

or

<=< 2 3 2* cd

Q 2 }g L (Ä+so

that

d 2-X Co: of _ fd • a
.9..... , ... .. 2<L.............i'iA s Aal!} 12 - Z-)? L3 . (2.3.56)

Thus we can write Wp! 3 as

a3 j
gd 2

fd
2»,· 2- (1-¢+a)·····———·(1-126)

2>„2L5 3 27gL} 3

Q.; (1 1262)‘
2 6

“ 6 " 2 6 6 ‘
21 L A L

We can now find'T35 from
745 by using the equilibrium equation

dj
2 ( • •7 L, wp'} o. 2668)

From (2.3.57), we have
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2 •< cl3 A Q - 6A A QZLB/TBMIZ (1 — 492)

Ä 5

2 ¤( d.............>*T Id, -·21’^Ll1·
(1-_l26ä)

A

2 ¤ A

- 7*-———-L-----——-®°
·‘ Z2 7* M"°’ (1 • 126;) (2.3.39)

?\

2AÄ
5

Ä 5

New we assumed that

(2.3.11)

so that

35 Z 2q' J B+2C93+}Dé3 .

By equating ceefficieuts, we have

A
1 AELBG z A ndßlßd - 2 Afd

add?
·

Afßdnd/G
+ 2

6 2. >„|Z rd -;.6 {XL, + 2 A;Z®¤°‘
(2.}.41)

24 Afd
qd

-· 24

ljdfdFrom(1.4.6), we have that
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%s n
sThenfrom (2.3.11),

EL 2 B 'Ü
D •ÄZL3 E

From (2.3.ßl) und (2.3.ü2), ns gst

g_ •-Agdfä + 2
R[,,g°’

B * 4 ’ 1zLz

so that

Äqdfd -2 1j_(q°‘=-)„®p . (2.}.43)

Nov let

. @5%
P P 2 X2;} <[·r 53] + [TB] <2.;.¤z+>

é3= •%

so that by (2.5.11), we have

@.2: 9.
ÄZL3 z 2A + 2

er

co ° cA s --2- -
— . (2.}.4+5)

af:} L*

Then using (2.;.11}, <2.;.46>, (2.;.4o>, (2•3•#l), and (2•3•ü2),

we have after simplifyiug,
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l

,f>’5,2..L;__
27«2L

1 «ß aß aß 2M 1/ 2L-o<

1/ard 6 3 wad} 3--·——-· -46 -·-——-°-L 6af

,_....§l.·;@2.£¤*....(6 -1+,93) _
X51} 5 5

We now have in (2.3.33), (2.3.37), and (2.3.46) expressions

£or'Tdß,q}%3 andrrßö in terms of 63 and the surface tensors
qd,

sad fd, nxß, mdß and the variable parameter 1.

·Tdp and7”x3
as given in (2.3.33) and (2.3.37) agree with

Reissner's tleory for a conatant thickness plate with no in-plane

forces.
aß M3 . .W'

and’f as given in (2.3.33) and (2.3.37) almost agree

with Essenburg and Naghdi (32) for variable thickneas plates with

no in—plane forces and with
su

= O, i.e. with a symmetrical load.

q'}; aa given by (2.3.ü6) agreea with Reieaner's theory br

a constant thickness plate but does net quite agree with the form

obtained by Essenburg and Naghdi (3Ä). If, in (2.}.ü6), we have

no in·plane forces and if sd
= O, then we have a term involving

f&
that is not used in (3ä) and the coefficient of

fu
does not

quite agree with (3#).
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xt is easily variried that (2.3.33), (2.;.37), and (2.5.46)

satisfy exactly the equations of equilibrium on the stresses.

Since we have found A and B in the expression for'T53, we may now

return to equation (2.3+31) and simplify it. If we substitute

(2.;.45) and (2.3.41) into (2.3.31) and then multiply both aiaae

2 5
by 2ÄE&— , we get

aß lo/0
1 .4 ¤1/5 -— ;+ 1L°‘/°

JuaL1) Ä a a •-

2+

20 1-17 p zl·7$ 2 3 4 ' °2>.L

ag a

·- 2 7L[F(w°‘ +
w|°‘)

-· 2 RV (wß+ w/ß)

+ 24 gg
a°‘/5

-;ge> E-pd]. +2 AI. rd-1a¤"“L« +21{ge sd _

For a constant thickness plate, (2.3.47) agrees with Reissner's

theory. If we assume thatA< 4 1 and that A}o(< 4 l and thus

neglect terms of higher order involving these factors, then (2.3.47)
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becomes

·· 1/5 ® sd 1»’A L
ad/O (wp + w„p) • (22.3.46)

This agrees with {52) if
sd

= O except for the sign of the term

involving f
d•

4. Stress Resultants and Stress Gouoles

Let us now simplify the expression for mcvgas was expressed

in (2.3.2l}• It was found that

of/8 P~Ä2Q„ er ,6 ol 2l F P ad; ,¤ pm „ ——-- uw /
+«·‘}

1 112 1-y P 1-q
(2.3.21)

Ü.7,...............7‘l+L3 ad/S(?1... Jdßßög ‘2(1 2 )* 1-;7 12 * 80 * uO 1—q> “
' V

-171%

L2using(2.3.41), (2.3.42), and (2.5.u5), we find that

B__
+ D 1 Acmp + Afxjg __ lgzd *2®s“”Iz _ 7\[.«<¤s°'-

12 E5
‘ ASL} 10 0 50 60 BO °

(2.*+.1)

Then from (2.3.41), (2.3.2), and (2•3•3), we have also

« 2 2
“' ’“L2

FJ VA L B

-2(2.4.2)
mw aß 2

-2-2L

(2.0.5)
1

A2P~1J‘°a·f‘°J’°lF(l_;’)(w7p+W/f)
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From (2.5.7) ama (2,2.12), mo have

Kdß/OQJHFQ: JM adf) H/,0

2 xj RJ

Then placiug oma (2.u.5>

into (2.3.21), wa have

2 dß «
P L"1 dß P (J "Ma 7\® R®sa. A}/„(w nr]

xggmsß

·•(1-2mx x -2 M
+ 74 -· 2 X]f®

6/J)

2

2

:6 wfß [ac, ]" + „"]'°> + 1{“c« + wf
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_ 7; A 1,„—?\‘&,a°°°a"'6 (3>‘c¤»p
+2„f’”[f,

~ 21},, fp +1¤s’°}/, - 22(),®$/O)
160(l- 7;)

lcuntinued 2,4.6)

If we now use (2,3,48), (1.5.9), and if we let

(2.4.7)

then we can write
md/5

in a more simplified form as follows:

fg«=<ß__m siX2

og [5 ug ß ot ß P ol fgfpz /5/¤l
+—m-·(6q} •®s1+3f)+6q -os +3f )

·><P
- 7% [6>„®p mes/"/F + s1s’°],„ - 12 2»\,,q'” (2.4.8)

+ E-7--·—-——7&7«,,,7k,‘__C3)„ 61 p +>„£/7/P
·· 2

>1\/„f/7
+A<¤>s’°/I, ~ 2 vr) sf) .

160(l-7) F

Let us at this point restrict. ourselves to problems in which
s/o¤=

O

and letting

3Fl L

,<></6
we can by using (2•‘••7) write m as
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·=<ß eß aß r=
QD Qm • [(1 7) wfp + 7 awlpÜg

aß a aß pd
+·é-ö—(2q) +2qßl +fl +f))

2 aß
I

Ä Q; P ll:-2Ol__77 (2<¤>p+f}(e -4
Ä

q) (2.4,10)

1-2 A2 a ßAl X! (3 0 p + f L, 2 A f )

W 2 ww a 21 p

If Ä is constant, this agrees with Reisaner's theory.

In the usual approach to plate problems, a deflection equation

for the middle surface is obtained and solved for certain loads

and boundary conditions; The stresses and other desired information

may then be found from the deflections. This approach has been

tried for the present problem; Equation (2.4.10) was differen-

tiated covariantly with respect to· Qd and
mdpßd was then substi•

tuted in (1.5.21) which is with
s/6: 0,

After another differentiation of this equation with respectto

gg, we arrive at the deflection equation. This procedure was

carried out and the equation was found to be so involved and

unwieldy that another approach seemed to be desired4
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Let us now simplify
n°V6as

given in (2.3.20) in the same

manner in which we simplified mdß.

From (2.3.20) we have

9(n/gel:-1L[_’v°(Jß+v[6}d+g';*E*;l‘Vplp]+A ii]: *"'%"éfäE""'·

In using 7'%öin the form (2.3.33) as against the first assumed

form (2.3.13), it can be seen that we are assuming C to be

approximately zero. ähen we compare (2.3.13) and (2.3.12),

we see that this is implying that

C
__1-7;

1-2; 1-7;

ß 2
O •

1. (1-11)

Then using (2.3.2), (2.3.3), and (2.3.7), we have

77 12 am C
12 A - 1; A/0_ ÄJQ

ad_wag(/612
A

wma 1, 1, 1 1,„_, 6
- --1- (V.! +v2w P Ä2 2

L
‘1

From (2.3.45), it is observed that A and<2 are of the same order

of magnitude. Thus if we assume that 27&iß small compared to 1

then C is approximately zero, which means that by (2.3.#5), we have

Q

A._,..E’.i;2....
. e .3dl A-

and thus
god aß

udßg}1XL{-vdjfg -4- -4-
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5. Fundamental Equations

we need now to examine the equations that we have derived ralating

the stress reaultante, stress couples, shearing forees and loads. They

will he eollected here so that we may see how they fit together. The

equilibrium equations, with
sd

:. 0, are

0 (1.5.9)

¤°‘ß|d+ep’*=
0 (1.5.10)

..°"*L- 4* - 4*-; 6. (1.6.22)

The relationship between fß and mdß is
fg: N! mdß. (1.5.22)>„

We have ten unknowns
qd, fd, ndß, and

mdß
related by the seven

equations above. If we examine (2.4.10) and (2.4.11), we see that we

have the three displaoements vdand w added to the ten unknowne above

giving us thirteen unknowns but at the same time, we have six additional

equations to add to the seven previous ones. Thue, we have thirteen

unknowns in thirteen equations. Under suitable boundary condit:lons,this

should lead to a solution of the problem.

Let us take a closer look at (2,4.10) and simplify it te some extent.

we may, by grouping the terms differently, write (2.4.10) in the form
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llldß: - u[(1+

Ä
€2<1°‘[ß

+ 2q'5[d) + 7*-—L-—7‘[77 ‘7·7ßq’°
20 5( , _, ,7)

Ä?.
6 riß Id ß 2 $*9 dä

78 -I·- 3A }[ (1-Q) -· I Grp

1

(2.6.1)
20

77** 7*7
[-212 Ad 7+2 ”“ ""[1·’°

77) a

1
7+ •* lwaawedß

" 8¢ysd'G·[ •

Now we let

1Pdß Z-. 3
afwedß] (2•5•2)

dß A7 ·=< ß
=”—· aß dßQ Z ...... (1—-2>;>A A ~ A A ¤ — Sw (2.5.3)IQOUWI I I >z I, I; ]

#$,5 xl a ß 6-6.1 aß
R : .....-— - 2(1-2 )A A 2 A A . (2.5.4)’7 I [ + 77 7,; I,„,° ° 7

We note that each of these three tensors rlepend only oak, 77 , and

the surface metric adß
. we can now write (2.5.1) in a simpler form,
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d /8„ #*.. - ulm -17),wld +«,.°***2„)*; ]
2°' 2] ‘****"l‘ {5 (q°°lß+ q’3l“)+ qf (2.5.5)

5**wecan nov use (1.5.22) end (1.5,23) to elininate
q°‘

and fclfran

the right hand side of (2.5.5). Since ve have

f/an l*il¤a°‘*“, (1.6,22)
then

¤< a .?-Maääelmfß. (2.6.6)
Prem (1.5.23), we get

Subatituting (2.5.6) and (2.5.7) in (2.5.5), waget**/3
aß aß F

= - D (1 ·· )“ l 2 ”| +2* Ml,. ]

+
"“l’5+ ‘”*l°l)

lo m d. -)- m 0- - -7 m m

__ 7(Alli —·Al,A|’8 m¤·«»¤_ 2AI;-2I,,2]°‘m«-,6]
2* 2*

X2 AI po+ '§TILE”>}'V{ lm l¢ ' {mf ) (2.6.6)

2
°‘

a
L Alp p*ß·=* Paß AXl£—AlgAl pß+ IB

+
22(I'; —)\|f,1|*°¤,¤¤<]

XL

2 ..

-{— BIP?.
2 2
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If we now let

es 2 **5 x2
S l’and

regroup terms, we can write (2,5,8) as

c·e< „~
xl Flv + mealva mqyela)

_ xl]: -x/.,1|llm<·*·=‘_

Mi:el
1*- cup. (2.5.10)

If we now differentiete (1.5.23) cevsriently with respect to Q/B ,

we get
dsl ßf ßm «F·‘

vgundthen by using (1.5.9), we get
m°‘ßL(ß+

ep • O, (2.5.11)

In equstions (2.5.10) and (2.5.11), we have a system of four

simultaneous differential equations in four unlcnowns in mz°°/land wf'8

It can be seen that it would be difficult indeed to get a general

solution for this set of equatiocns, 'Je shell see that we may obtain

s solution under certain conditions.
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Let us now consider the remainder of the thirteen eqnatione that we

have, 1.6,

and

alF
vyxcéxß

a =;^1L v +v + -—-—v +...—ep.* (2.4.11)

We have here five equations in the five unknowne
ndß

and
vd. we may

diffsrentiate (2.4.11) covariemtly with respect to Qdand aubstitute in

(1,6,10) and get an equetion involving cmly the unknown displacements vd,

Suppose that in (2.5.10) and (2.5.11), we have kas a linear function

of O2 enly, i.e. it ie independent of O1. we shall see that many terms in

(2.5.10) will vanish. we have

P·— Dvy7-

- ¤<+ %[¤"°‘!."+
»¤“”¢«—"’

·· %<¤=*°‘!" + ===”"/ >
F ß e<

>\
___ __ al_ Ä (Z XL1 m2¤<_ 11], 11,1} mtéß] (Liu)11 AZ

1 1 __ Sdß _
Qeßil mzz

1
1
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Suppese that we now aesume that the etreseee are independent of 91.

It we examine (2.5.55). (2.5.57), end (2.5.46) under this eeeumption, we

see thet ¤°°ß , ndß, q°‘ , and fd are independent of 91. We can mw write

(2.5.12) ae three equetione.

¤u‘=· BU]- *7)

_ S11 _ Q11]¤82

1 .&[311 +
e’~'*]„*”f2

+ 91..,1..
X

If tue eumhe (2.6.2), (2.6.:.), (2.5.4), und (2.6.2) with the peeeeht

aeeumptions, we have

,,,*1 „ .. 11

X},. 7./:;
[M2 kk 411 422 __

40 411] ¤22

(2.6.1:.)

XI.
·“ ·” + =·

·“] ¤°“|.

2.X 77 [ Il 23 ‘ 11j+ ·
5 a a • 16 a wp."’/

In the eme nenne:. ue get
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$2 z** 222Ii]

+ Q} [..22122 - .2;.2212+ 2%;.22]

+ [21|2 M2 $2 - 24] $2 (2.6.11.)

2*22J2

^2
22

··i·6·Ö·(2%j_··i;[—37(]2 Älza -16]@p.

man so: 1122, wa get

$2 = -2 [(1 -·wwl22 + 27 22222% ]
+7; [mzzlzz _ jägmzziz

[— 20- — zw M22/2+ 212/2 2/2 222222
— 24 zy $2] ..22 (2.5.15)

(1-277)-Frem(2.5.].1), ve get under the same aaaumptious,

m22[22+ cm p .2 0. (2.6.16)



SZ,Nowim equazlens (2.5.13), (2.5.12.), (2.5.15) am (2.5.16), we have

four unknowns in four equations. Ne could now speoialize these equstions

to rectangular cartesieu coordinates or cylindrical coordinates since these

are the simpler of the coordinate systems.

Another aseumption that we can make to simplify (2.5.13), (2.5.14),

and (2.5.15) still further is that the derivatives cf K are small when

compered to7( .

Even after the assumptions that we have made, we ace that we must

select s particular problem in a particular coordinate system to make

further progress.
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CHAPTSR III

1. g Buckling Problem Solved by Classical Theory

Conway (29) found a Levy type solution for the deflection of

a variable thickness rectangular plate by using the classical

theory. This solution can be extended so that an approximate

solution of the buckling of the plate may be found.

It is shown in (33) that for a plate subjected to a lateral

load c; and forces in the middle plane, the equation of equilibrium

is

2 .
2 (q + N Eä—! + N2Nxxbxßy wy,2 1:2)):2 y EYZ xybxäy

(3.1.1)

where

M „ .. .1) , (3.1.2)
XM

a - D(?i-F-'— +17-Y-ä-‘P'-) , (3.1.3)
Y —Öy2

lÖx2

2
Mxy = - Myx „ D (3.1.4)

For a plate of variable thickness, D, the flexural rigidity,

will be a function of x and y so that placing (3.12), (5.1.3)

and (5.1.4) into (3.1.1), we get
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4
‘bD

gg 2 {ggg; 2 , 2D Vw + Zbxbx (Vw) + V JV w

{x by y Y Öy Ex

2 2 2
q . ux (3.1.5)

1 Y

Coneider a reotangular plate of length Za in the x direction

and b in the y direction auch that

D a oß e°V (3.1.6)

where DG and G are constants, and let the plate be loaded with a

lateral load q = a constant and let

N e P e°7
x o

N 8OY

N 8 O •

XY

P1aa1hg (;.1.6) and (3.1.7) ih (3.1.5), we have

2 2 P 2 —cy

by Öx o Ex" 0

(3.1.8}

Assume a solution for the homogeneous equation of (3.1.8) in

the form

co
vl F(y) cos yn x (3.1.9)

¤*1•3•5
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where

(3.1.10)

Substituting (5.1.9) in (3.1.8) and simplifying, we get

Qlll ‘|I| 2 2 IO 2 y
•

4 2 2
Po

F + 2cF + (c · 27¤) F · 2c)% F + (75 ~ c yyh · Dc 7ä)F=O,

(3.1.11)

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to y. For

solutions of the form

we have the equation

1+ 3 2 2 2 2 1+ 2 Po 2
X. + 26} + (c ~2y¤) A - 2c}hJk+ (7n-e ü7ä —

5; yu) = O. (3.1.13)

If we write (3.1.13) in the form

(3.1.1*1)

we can by expading (5.1.lk) and equating coefficients between

(3.1.1*+) and (3.1.13), solve ford, /91, and ßa. We obtain

e< 2 ¤/,_ (3.1.13)

P 36
2 2 %/Ül = }é [c + *+)ä + *4}; (V0 + E3) ] (3.1.16)

P 36
/62 e ya [ca

+ äyä • 1+}; (1Jc2 + 5-§·)*é] . (3.3..17)
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we may then write

_: -_
9( i

1 ßz · (3.1.19)

Suppose that the plate te be considered is simply supported

on the edgee 2: = I e. Then if we expand unity in a Fourier series of

cos yn x , we can write the loading intensity es

GO
12:.1es § 1 . „ mrq ¤= Tr $1,3 n ( 1) 2 cos7¤ x , Zi Za . (3.1.20)

Assume e particular solution of (3•1•8) in the form

w ¤¤
e”

F cos y 2: •C1 ii

Substltute (3.1.21) in (3.1.8) and find che:

-11:-11¤
tv ·¢21)7+-9-7,,,)

n n Do

Then the complete solution is

I I }4
vr¤° 1 2 3 4

::-1,3 (3•1•23)

2.:1 ,2,
+ ;

7
g ,

O4 21) y2 + E 2) n
Il -·c 0

n n B; 7:1
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We can write (3.1.23} in the form

+e2e +e3a +c4¤
n=l,}

(3.1.2M)
22

4 c•1>2 .‘°Y
*7%;yuO

Let q z O in (3.1.2k) and consider the buckling problem.

We then have

°° Ä Y 1 Y 1 Y Y
w= Z; cos yux ,(3.l.25)

u=l,3

where
16P 16c 1 2 2 2P

16

o

(3.1.26)

P 16
2 i 2 2 2 _gP

16
i 2 2 2 _2 %
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In (3.1.26), we see that 11 and X2 will be real numbers and that
'A3 and Äh may be real or complex depending on the values of c,

ya, Pc, Da, and 1) . In order to satisfy certain conditions on
the bcundaries y • c and y ¤ b, we need for Ä; and lk to be complex.

This will be the case if

2 Pe Ya 2. k 2‘+
Yn (1) c + 6-;-) > e + yu . (3.1.27)

Let us consider this to be the case so that we can write

eX3 ¤~2 + 1/62 s •o( 4- Ä./62

ana (3.1.28)

c
Al/s•2•iß"2=-d•i/:‘2

where /8 2 is now the real number

2 2 2 P %
%

- -
-9 . .1.2c (3 9)

We can then write after some simplification

°° 6 ZI *6 1
w e 1 + eze 1 + e5 ein /82y + cöcos/6’2y]¤0s Ymx,

¤*1•5

(3.1.30)

or
¤J

w F (y) cos yu x (3.1.31)
n‘1•5
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where F(y) is now

_ Y ·· YF(y) = 6 dy eg
/21

+ e5 sin /62:7 + c6 cos ßay] . (3.1.32)

Case I: Consider the case where y = O is simply supported and

y = b is free. Then we have

2 2
’

•Bo, ro: yBo (3.1.55)
Öy Ü!

and

2 2 3 5

xy Y

(5.1.33) 1mp11e¤ una:

VO

and
II 2F (yü Bv 7 r(y)J = o . (3.1.56)

n
y¤O y=O

(5.l.3#) 1mp116¤ that

II 2F B o (3.1.37)
yzb yzb

and

F"'<y>] - <z-¤>> 7i F'<y>} B o . (3.1.58)
y-=b !=b
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p1n¤1¤g (3.1.32) in (3.1.35), (3.1.36), (3.1.37), and (3.1.38),

we get four homegeneous equations in the fcur uukuowns cl, ca,

e5, and c6. These equatiens are

C]. *‘ g

-1) Yi + ea [(,61+102 -127ijI -22

2 2+ +:6}}: - pl -1);/uje 0 ,(3.l.‘+O)

b 1

nen pan (3.1.1+1)

+ gsi-20:/82 s5.n/6*21: + (-é +0/2 0 ,

b

2(ßlw) -· (2-))) Yi jf
(3.1.1+2)

··

ol cos

·· 30:2 O.
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If we make the follewing substituticns,

yä , B¤(,6l+s<)2-127ä

D s o<2 •/ßä

-7)(3.1.Ä})
E:(/91 •«>4)2 - (2 -v)7ä , F: (,51 +¤>()2-· (2 -2))}/ä

G = a¤<2 -ß; - (2 H = aß; W2 + (2 -72wä

Then we can write (3.1.39), (3.l•#0), (5•1.#l), und (3.1-92) es

ol ¢· sa + c6 ¤ 0 (3.1.39)

Acl + Bez · 2<></82 ::5 + Des : O (3.1.*+0)

Aeßlbe
+ Be—ßlbe + (Dein b — 2¤</9 cos b)c +

(2«=<;5’
siußb + .¤c¤s/9 b)c :01 2 F2 2 22 5 2 2 2 6

(3.1.41) p
ß Y) •-ß b

Ee 1 (/81-o<)cl · F e 1 (,@l·•·<>¢)c2 + [/FZG cos ßzb +<>(H sin /5*2}:] o5

+[c(H cos/62b ·-ß2G sin/Jah] cö : 0 . (3.1.*+2)

Now if a solution is to exist for this problem, we must

satisfy the condition that the determinant of the coeffioients of

cl, cz, o5, and cö must be zero. This determinant is
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O
II

•¤

:0Q?
“°~

^
2 E ‘¥
·· 2 3
M C,

4- wm

H ¤ •¤ ¤
<¤{" '2

“”~
gg QÄ

N v
N G

IS

*°~ ‘°~
Q; :g\
ll C
O •r(
0 IO

N G

~
Y} RS0 \ zu

I) +
N I
I „¤

y
W

C O·•·| u
n

O
Q ä'

/5

K
4·

H·°,., E
VL

H M I
°

DH
VL

M I
0

fa
I

/5‘6

I
J! H
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H 4 0
4
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If we expand this determinant and equate to zero, we have

the characteristic equation for the solution of this buckling

problem. Since<% = ä
, if we assume that c is small, then we

may neglect powers of ¢< higher than the first and we now make

this assumption. The expansion of the above detcrminant may be

written after some simplification in the form

ß b b /8 b ·-/6 b
(R e 1 + S e 1 } cos/62b + (T e 1 + e 1 ) sin fib

(3.1.4+4+)
- heßlpzbe - 2¤ßlé(AF + ss) S o ,

where

R S A 652(s - 11) + aoqalpa 2 E (3.1.4+3)

s S 13 6 52(11 S A) + 2.4152 A F (3.1.4+6)

12„,6l11E(D-B) +DE<>((B-D) +AR(BS11) +2«»«Ac.ßä

(3.l.#7)

U „. F 1151 (D • A) +¤¢(11 - A) (BH + 1*1)) - 2¤>«BG5ä . (3.1.4+8)

Equation is our characteristic equation for deter·

mining the critical values of the buckling load. If in (3.1.üä)

we let d = ä
z O, then we should get the characteristic equation

for the buckling of a constant thickness plate. This is indeed

the case and we have

2 2 2 2 ( Ätaub 5111 =/6l(p2 +1) 7n) tan /3111 , 3.1. 9

for d = ä ¤ O.
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In (3.1.44),/@1 and/62 are functions of the critical load

PQ and thus R, S, T,¥J, A, B, D, E, F, and G may be expressed as

functions of Po and the dimensions and properties of the plate.

We could thus use (3.1.44) to find theleast critical value P°

which would cause buckling.

Case II: Consider now the case where the edge y z O is fixed

instead of simply supported, while the edge y ¤ b is still free.

We would then have for the boundary conditions on y = O

w = O and EE; = 0. The only change in this case from Case I is

that 0 at y = O instead of the condition

E--; + ······;· = O at y = O.
by bx

Using (3.1.31) and (3.1.32) we see that.§§·= 0 implies that

F[(y)] = 0 which yields

y=Ü

cl(/6*1 - sz) • c2(ßl +e() ·•· ::5% ··· c6«>¢ z O . (3.1.50)

Now we set up the determinant formed from (3.1.50), (3.1.39),

(3.1.41) and (3.1.42). There will be no change in A, B, D, E, F,

G, and H. When this determinant has been expanded and equated to

zero, we can write the characteristic equation in the form

ß b qß b ß h
~ß’b

(R e 1 + T e 1 ) cos/dab + ts e 1 + U e 1 ) sinlgab
(3.1.51)

+ ß1ß2(2DG + AF + sr:) +s<ß2(AF - ea) „ o ,
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where

R = •ß1ß2(DE + Ac;) +„«ß2(DE + .111) (5,1,52)

S e ßä DE • (Bgm} -e<,6l(DE + AH) -· 26,61,% E (3,1,53)

2
T

•-ßlß2(FD + BG) «21ßé(DF + BH) + Zdßlpä
F

,621- (5155)2 1 /81 /81 2 ' • •

Equation (3.1.51) for ¤'= O becomes

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2(,91 -1}}/1,) (@2 +1);/u) + [(ßl -1) Vu) + (@2 +1) yu) coeh ,6lb coaßzb =

(3.1.56)
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 6:1.1-11: ,611: 81::,621: ,

which is the characteristic equation for a cohstant thicknese

plate with same boundary conditicns.

Gase III: Consider now the case where both edges are fixed at

y¤O and y¤b• The equations then become

0 (3.1.58)

ein b+c co¤,@b=O (31.59)1 2 5 /82 6 2 ‘
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19 b •ß b
cle 1 (ßl-¤Ö - cae 1 (ß1+u) + c5(ß2 cos/32b · ¤ sin/eab)

- e6(,62 eiulgzb + a cosßzb) e 0 . (3.1.60)

Expanding the determinantin the usual manner, we can write

the characteristic equation for this case in the form

ß b •ß b ,5 b - b
(Rel

+·re(3.1.61)
*

•

where

R = "'2

2s epl -,82 (3.1.6;)

T

eFor d e O, equation (3.1.61) becomes

· cos cos + s ¤ s = . .2 2 ßb hßb inhßb 0 (5166)2 1 Finga 2 1 °

which is the characteristic equation for a constant thickness

plate with the same boundary conditions.

Thus, we have found characteristic equations for three cases

of variable thickness plates provided the flexural rigidity and

the lead Fx de not Vary too much from the uniform case,ie. provided
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thatcxe c/2 is small enough such that we can neglect powers

of d higher than the first.

2. Application gg Theory Presented in Chapters T ggg gl

We shall now see how the theory which has been developed

can be applied to solve actual plate problems. Two problems

will be solved, one in rectangular and the other in cylindrical

coordinates. Both are problems for which the classical solution

exists and we shall compare the solutions cbtained by using the

present theory with the classical solutions. Consider the plate

shown in Figure 2 below.

7%

T
CL

cg
)(1

Ze“""‘

Figure 2. Rectangular Plate with Shear Load on One End

The plate to be considered is free on two edges xl = : b/2,

clamped on xa = 0 and loaded with a uniform shear load qo on x2 = a.

The top and bottom surfaces are free of loads. Let the plate be

long enough in the xl direction, say b units, such that we

may assume that the stresses and displacements are functions of

x2 and x3 but not of xl. In our dimensionless coordinates, we

have Q2 =
X2/L and‘X = t/L. Let the characteristic length L be
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g so that we have

Q s
X2

.z2IT a (3.2.1)

and

(d — c)Qc +

and if we let C1 z c/a and C2 = (d — c)/a, then

=‘)‘The

boundary conditions are such that we have on x2 e O

W = O, W·2 =

O,andon xa e a,

and on xl e L b/2,

q(l) = O' m(ll) = O' m(l°) = O' (3°2°6)

Under the assumption that the stresaes are functions independent

of Q1, we have ql, mll, and mlg independent of Gl and since they

are zero on the ends xl = L b/2 then they must be zero throughout

the plate,

From (2.#.9), we have that

F C2 G2);
D “ E'G"T?,"$' " "'6'(’T??1'T"' ' (3*2*8)

we may now apply (2.5.10) and (2.5.11) to the problem of

finding deflections and etresses in the plate. äince we are

using rectangular coordinates here, with<mp e O, (2.5.11) becomes

O•
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Under our assumptions, this is
m22_22 „ 0 . (3,2,10)

Integrating (3.2.10) a couple of times and epplying boundary con-

61616116 (2,2.5) end (3.2.4), we get

If we now substitute (3.2,11) into (2.5.15), we obeerve that we can

1* dsolve or 1:,22 an get

{-715*
w ·[—1+—¤—g—¤)‘21^2+—21-[T—=-7-'22?22{-6(16n)1 1 24 (1—6)

61-11 ,22 16 -·r1 ° ,2 ,2° 11 lqo
2

(6.2.12)
1 2 1 2* [·

1*Sinceut, C1 + (1292, we have 1,2 • C2 and (3.2.12) simplifies to
2G 4q (6 - 1) c

1:,22* (l·-·-§-)•-?·————£—--—5**-—§-(i12‘Ü'·-—-——·:}—-——·—2; • (6.2.13)u (61 + c262) (cl + 0262)

If we integrate (3.2.13) with respect to Q2 and apply the boundary

condition that 1:,2 = 0 when O2 4: 0, we get

2**6 2
‘°1 C2 clc2 C2 2w- C(—48*28)*C( *)6+(-2* + )6 .

1 1 2 2
(6.2.14)

Integreting (3.2•lU+) with respect to 92 end applying the condition

thatw•0whenQ2•O, weget

2 6 4 5% 22 C2 C2 G2 ) 2 c12c292w··-----··----— 4C 0 +(2 —2—-2~ + + 6 •4(c + 6 )(',n .2 2 -21 ::1* EI 4::1 2 1 c2 2 1
(6.2.1s)
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This gives us the deflection of the middle surface of the plate, If

we examine our problem, we see that for a constant thickness plate, ue

have C2 • O. Thus if we let C2 go to zero in (3.2,15), we should obtain

the solution for the constant thickness plate. We note that direct substi-

tution of C2 = O yields the iudeterminate form of We have to use

L'Hosp;ltal*s Ltule three times before we get a finite limit and

this limit is the desired one which is

qe [2 3 2]
U] 3 "' Ü

-
29 • (3•2•]-6)

Ü 3 Ü H 8 C 3 2 2
2 l

We would uow like to obtein the classical solution to this problem,

We use (3,1.5) where N2 g Ny s, Nxy « 0 and

DAftersimpliify-lag, (3,1,5) becomes

4 53 2 2
(c ·•-

C25;)3 Q-2
·+ 6C2(c + C2y)2

**}*4
1 662 (c 4- Czy) ii"?

= O. (3.2.17)
dy dy dy

The solution of (3,2,17) is

A2
w = Al + A2(c + Gzy) 1: c .+ C22 +A4 1og(c +1-Czy),

and this in terms of Q2 becomes

*2w = Al log a(G1 + C2¤2), (3,2,18)
1 2 2

If we apply the boundary conditions (3.2,4) and (3,2,5) to (3.2,18)

and evaluate the constants Al, A2, A3, and A4, we get

c22 c23\ 2 X 61+ c262

U =
••?••“

c2 (cl + c2e2)
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If we compare (3.2.}.9) with (3.2.15) we see that the only difference

is that two terms in the eoefficient of
922

in our solution do not appear

in the classical solution, These two terms represent a refinement of the

classical solution.

In order to compare the solutions, let us plot the deflection at

Q2 a 1 as a fpaction of Cl ¤ c/a. Now we have that

C2 .. E-ä—-2 • d/a ·• c/a • d/a - Cl, Since d < e, C2 is negative. Let

d/a = l/20 so that C2 g l/20 -·
Cl, We shall now plot (w/wc)°

2

_
1

against c/a, where wc represents the classical defleotion.
ur

1.03

1.01

1.e1

Luo

0.1 0.*1 0,1, 0,3 1.0 C'., = -%*2-
Figure 3. The Relationship Between w and wc.

This indicates that the additional terms obtained in our solution

are very small in this problem and have little effect on the deflection

of the middle surface of the plate.

As a second problem for checking our theory, we choose a circular

ring plate of varying thickness. This problem will provide a better test

in that we will be using curvllinear cooxdinates and thus will have a

check on the terms involving the metric of the cooxdinate system,

Consider a plate es shown in Figure Z,. It is clmped at the outer

edges r • a and loaded by a uniform shear load qo on r s b and a uniform

load pn on the upper surface.
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Figure 4, Circular Ring Plate of Variable Thickneas

From the geometry of the figm-«.:, we have that X = h/L • h/a and

h/r g h°/b so that

h 1- ho 1,
n=·§·1;•·-l;·(*;·)•0¤l, (3.2.20)

if we let

c-E-game-£ (3221)en b 1 en a ' O I

We will let the subscripvt 1 refer to 1- and 2 tc Q in cylindrical eoordi-

nates, l,e,,

r z

Due to the aymmetry of the plate and its loading, we can say that

the etreewee and displacements are independent of Thus we have

From (2.4.9), ve have that

SL 116% 53
D

• P'} • 1€G'Z"ü'5' "ä'(T'J"«?»T' ° (5*2*5)
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Frem (2,5.10), with X independent of , we haveQ2

11*** - -11 [(1—·n)w|°1* + 11 1**1* sl; 1

1* 11*-1
1“

1 1

- X1 1, 1,11 *.1 1.;..11 1 111 ...7.**1**1 1 Q«¤(}.*l.11...;.Lb.„ ,1-1
1 1 1

we now must lower the suffixes on the derivetives by using the metrie

tensor. This yields after some simplificaticm,

m°p • -D[ (1 ·
n)a°1 ag

vll]. +1-1

qlmlßl16
* 1.1

‘
11 T

‘
1 1

X X X X
1 ,**1 ..};.2..31 ,„1¤ 1 ,*1 ...1.%;..% ml?] (1.2.251

1}%*111.111 1 ,111 - 1,11 hu
1

xI1 aß aß 11 aß*1*1* *° 1*** I1
**’ °P·
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Since 11112 a O in this problem we will be interested in mu and m22•

um (3,2,25), ve gezu_ 12 ul 11l1 HI XIIXI1 11

1 1|1 11*16111:161 *2*** ***· 2*** *I1 2|11**\:•.

I I
(6.2.26)1 11 1 11*11611:11 *2*** · 2*1 · *2** *41 *411**

X2
[· 16*1 * $(1 ·· $*1) lll 7«\1]9P•

I 11Using (3.2,23), we can eolve for wlll in terms of m and its

derivatives and get

*»·· ·= **61 *2**-622*¤”lu1
61 c 61

[zen + (1 -
¤q)c2]m11|1

1661
(6.2.27)

¤<1 ·- ¤¤>¤21¤u
1661

, s 2[-16*1 '* $(1 · ÜÜC ] 6P•
16c 61

Thus, we see that if we can obtain 11111 es a function of G1 then

we can find w as a function of Ol.
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Using expressions for covarient derivatives and the Christoffel

symbole for cylindrioal coondinetes, we can show that

ll 11 ,1,,, ll

From (2.5.11) we have

mdpldß
+ ®p

.whichfor our problem becomes

ll + 1 11
·-·

= °°
• •2• 0n ,11 Q1 n ,1 ® p (3 3 )

Since mu is a function of 91 only and not of 02, we can write

(3.2.30) ¤¤
2 ll ll

s ·-· ®P• (3•2•31)
d @1 1 1

For boundery conditions on (3,2,31) we have that

mu : O when Q1 g b/a (3.2,32)

1Q = -q° when Q1 -_; b/a . (3.2.33)

Solving (3.2.31) subject to (3.2.32) and (3.2.33) we get

b2 a 0 2
(3.2.34)

a

we mm subaumte all zu-em (3.2.24) um (3.2.27) ana get an

expression for wlu.
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Let us simplify the problem here to the case where 77 = 1/3 and

® P = 0. We get

5 q°b Jg- E¤'b(Z.O ··
5::2)

1 A 01
....... +

The boundary conditions on w in (3.2.35) are

w¤0andw1¤0vhe¤ 91-1. (3.2.36)
!

Solvio (3.2.35) subject to (3.2.36), and using the fact that

M
-

E
XT 2 nö

we get

%" 52 - 662 1 %1’ 16-:662 1 *21\¢,l •• 1)• log ·-E-··· log %).
1

, (6.2.67)
For w, we get

qob 52-6C2 1 32162621 *2
w " (-——-5-—·-)(2

··
—·- — 8 )* ° {

"’”
)—··(1¤g l*1)··(1¤z *1 "' 1)EÄ2 ac °1 1 6:2 661 *11 T 1*

7 (6.2.:6)

b 2+ ?—°-ä(l€-12%-)[o„16g g - log gl .
Ea 58 "

The particular problem that ve have solved for the defleotion v is

solved by the classical approach in (33). The solution as obtained

there is

9-!=1+-E-+-Q3 32.3912 IPB
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where P • 2 TT b qo (3.2.40)

nd u
h°2 .-T-9E h°3

(3 2 /.1)8 • •°·l2(l•·‘¤)= 9*
since we have taken ag _-; 1/3, Now we have that gl gg r/a or r gg a Ol, so

that

dv B Q Q gs.! (2 2 :.2)•••- = A Ö *3***3+ • • •dr ¤ el
.;:1

90elWe

want to compare our solution with the classical solution so we

take the numerical values

Geha/b•1/2 and e/b=5. (3.2./+3)

Ue can obtazha A and B by using the boundery conditions

Ü U}18!1 G1 : 1 (3•2J•Ä)

and

nl, ;- 0 when r • b, 1.e. when gl = b/a , (3.2./+5)

where
29 v ..1. esM,. ¤( + (3.2.1.6)

° EI? 3:· dr

Uhen A and B are found and (3.2,43) is used, we obtain

geb 6
·- 7.2 - . .2. 7äggldää-?] (2 4)

Integrating (3,2.47) and using the boundary condition that

W gg Ü WEB!} Q1 l1we

have for the classical solution,

qob 2•68
+

—
+Q°

· E? 1 (:12 Q1
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If we aubstitute the values given in (3.2.43) into (3.2.38), we get

qeb {,0.0 41.2w = --2 -14.8 gl
·- Q

+E·-— log 501 —- 11.7 , (3.2.50)
Ea l

as the solution of our system of equations. Now we see that (3.2.49) and

(3.2.50) are definitely not the same solution when we compare terms, Both

solutions satisfy the same boundary conditions but they are not solutions

of the same differential equation. Let us now plot the two solutions and

see how they compare. The comparison is shown in Figure 5. It is noted

that there is a definite correspondence in shape.

Ea?

0;; 0.*/ 0.6 0.8 LO G,

..50’

- .. .. -—/eo-150

’w-

-;:00

Figure 5, Comparison of wc with w.

However, it is also noted that for 0,2 < Ol < 0.4, our solution departs

rather rapidly from the classical solution while for the range 0,4 < Q1<1,

there is good agreement. Let us now plot the ratio w/wc against 01.
#4;
Wc

3

9.

I Gr
0.1 o.L,' 0.6 0.3 I.o

Figure 6. The Deflectior. Ratio Plot.
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3. Summary 2; Results

The equations derived in this thesis compare very favorably

with those derived by Essenburg and Naghdi (32) even though an

entirely different approach is used. We started with general

stress—strain relations for an isotropic body and made spproxi·

mations and assumptions only when necessary. Some assumptions

must be made in order to obtain a set of equations that are

solvable.

Most of the assumptions that have been made are concerned

with the order of magnitude of certain terms. In finding the

stresses in terms of the displacements, we assumed that we

could neglect terms in 6; and higher. Note that in (2.}.16),

we have T“ß as oubic in 0} but then we assumed that we could

neglect terms in 7“”gof order higher than the first in 63.

This corresponds to the assumption that was made in (32). We

would have been more general if we had kept the terms through

6;. Another approximation that we made was that1x<<1.and also

that A„*¢<:1 so that we could simplify (2.3.#7) into the form

(2.5.#8) which corresponds to the form obtained in (52). Many

terms were neglected as a result of this assumption but more

investigation would be needed to determine the effect of these

negleoted terms.

When the solutions of the two problems are compared, we

note a marked difference in the magnitude of the ratio w/wc.
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The reason for the difference is not obvious in view of the

similar types of loading. The solution of the second problem

would seem to indicate that the classical solution is not too

good near the inner surface of the ring plate.

Some extensions of what has been done are now obvious.

Since we now have the deflection of the middle surface and the

moment couples, we could obtain the stresses in the plate. If

in•plane forces existed on the houndaries, then we would have

to use (1.5.10) and (2.%.11) in order to find nfwgand
v“.

This

could lead to a study of the buckling of a variable thickness

plate, a field in which little has been done. In view of what

can still be done here, a quctation by Melville is appropriate

at this point. Melville writes, "For small erections may be

finished by their first architects; grand ones, true ones, ever

leave the copestone to posterity. God keep me from ever com-

pleting anything. This whole book is but a draught-nay, but a

draught of a draught. Oh, Time, Strength, Cash and Patience!"

In (2.5.10), (2.5.11), (1.5.10), aus (2.Lt~.ll), we have

nine equations and nine unknowns and if they can be solved

subject to a given set of boundary conditions, then we can ob-

tain the etresses which will be consistent with the assumptions

that have been made.
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ABSTRACT

The approach to the problem of a variable thickness plate

used in this paper is different from the usual approach in

that this paper starts with general stress-strain relations

and a generalized form of the position vector as used by Green

and Zerna in "Theoretical Elasticity".

They use

(81, 82) (Gl, 82)]

where 81. 82, and 83 are curvilinear coordinates with 81 and

62 being the coordinates of the middle surface andiks t/L

being a constant for a plate of constant thickness t.

This paper takes X.: Ä.(8l, 82) as a function of 81 and @2

so that the variable thickness may be taken into account.

General tenser notation is used so as to work independent of

coordinate systems.

Making simplifying assumptions only when necessary, the

equations of equilibrium and stress·strain relations are derived

in terms of tensors connected with the middle surface as was

done by Green and Zerna for a constant thickness plate. The

additional terms obtained in these equations due to the variation

in Ä.he1p us to evaluate the effects of the varying thickness.

Expressions for stress are developed and they include the

effects of transverse shear deformation and normal stress as

well as the variation in thickness. These expressions are very



much like those used by Essenburg and Naghdi in a paper presented

at the Third U. S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics, June,

1958. However, they assumed the form for the stresses while

the present paper arrived at their assumed forms with some ad-

ditional terms after starting with general stress-strain relations.

Using the notation of Green and Zerna, a set of nine equa-

tions involving the nine unknowns, mdßä w, ndß, and vd is

derived and under appropriate boundary conditions, this set will

yield a solution to the problem which will be better than the

classical solution.

Two problems are solved and numerical results are obtained

and compared with the classical solutions. One of the problems

involves a rectangular plate clamped on one edge with a uniform

shear load on the other. The other problem involves a circular

ring plate clamped on the outer edge with a uniform shear load

on the inner edge. A much better correlation for the deflection

of the middle surface is obtained for the rectangular than for

the circular ring plate. The deflection at the inner edge of

the ring plate obtained by the theory of this paper is over

twice that obtained in the classical solution of the same

problem.

In the previously mentioned set of nine fundamental equa-

tions, we have the stress resultants ndß and the deflections vd.

With appropriate boundary conditions, these equations could lead



to a study of in·p1ane forces and buckling of variable thickness

plates, a field in which not much progress has been made. This

paper does not include any numerical work in this direction. It

is felt, however, that one of the principal contributions of

this paper to the literature is that the set of nine fundamental

equations includes the stress resultants in nd/gthus enabling

us to study the effect of in•plane forces as well as that of

transverse shear deformation, normal stress, and surface

tracti¤ns•


